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Motivation: valence in literary studies

Reagan et al. 2016: Six basic shapes

Rebora 2020: Shared Emotions in Reading Pirandello

Buechel et al. 2017: Course of Emotion in Three Centuries of German Text

Grubert and Algee-Hewitt 2017: Depictions of oil and coal in American fiction and 

nonfiction

Nalisnick and Baird 2013: Char-to-Char Sent Analysis in Shakespeare’s Plays
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Valence in psycholinguistic studies

Osgood et al 1957

Words (concepts) associated to positions on scales 

of opposite adjectives (high - low, good - bad)

Followed by factor analysis



Labelled dimensions as

Evaluativeness

Potency

Activity

Now known as 

Valence

Dominance

Arousal



The General Inquirer

Direct measurement of what was a 

constructed dimension

Stone et al 1966



Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW)

Bradley and Lang 1999

Words to be used as stimuli in psychological research

Pleasure, arousal and dominance

Scored using Self-Assessment Mannekins



"At one extreme of this scale, you are happy, 
pleased, satisfied, contented, hopeful. When 
you feel completely happy you should 
indicate this by bubbling in the figure at the 
left. The other end of the scale is when you 
feel completely unhappy, annoyed, 
unsatisfied, melancholic, despaired, or bored. 
You can indicate feeling completely unhappy 
by bubbling in the figure at the right."

Self Assessment Mannekin

Now valence has become something that you can feel



Norms of valence, arousal, and dominance for 13,915 English lemmas

Warriner et al 2013

Amazon Mechanical Turk (US citizens)

Likert scales

"You will use a scale to rate how you felt while reading each word. There will be 
approximately 350 words. The scale ranges from 1 (happy) to 9 (unhappy). At one 
extreme of this scale, you are happy, pleased, satisfied, contented, hopeful. When you 
feel completely happy you should indicate this by choosing rating 1."



Gender differences (from Warriner et al.)



Norms of VAD and AoA for 4,300 Dutch words

Moors et al. 2013

"Participants in the valence/pleasantness condition were asked to judge the extent to 

which the words in the study referred to something that is positive/pleasant

(“positief/aangenaam”) or negative/unpleasant (“negatief/onaangenaam”)“

Valence no longer about feeling, but about objects in the world.

Gender differences in the output:

● Women like babies, marriage, traditional virtues and hairdressers more than men do

● Men value beer, sex and war more than women do



Obtaining reliable human ratings of VAD for 20,000 English words

Mohammad 2018

Crowdsourced 

Best-worst-scaling:

● "Q1. Which of the four words below is associated with the MOST happiness / pleasure / positiveness / satisfaction / 
contentedness / hopefulness OR LEAST unhappiness / annoyance / negativeness / dissatisfaction / melancholy / despair?

● Q2. Which of the four words below is associated with the LEAST happiness / pleasure / positiveness / satisfaction / 
contentedness / hopefulness OR MOST unhappiness / annoyance / negativeness / dissatisfaction / melancholy / despair?"

‘Is associated with’: impersonal formulation, not about feeling, not about the world, but about the language system?

Differences based on

● Gender
● Age
● Big 5 personality characteristics (self-assessed)

As literary scholars have known all along: there are only perspectives on the text



Valence in consumer reviews

Also called polarity or sentiment

No longer: how does reader respond

But: what did author of text want to express

ANEW: typically nouns

In consumer reviews typically adjectives



Pattern

De Smedt and Daelemans 2012

Toolset for NLP, web scraping and sentiment analysis

"Seven human annotators were presented with the list in random order and asked to classify each 
adjective in terms of positive-negative polarity and subjectivity.“

Distinguishes sense of words (without using them).

No longer test subjects but expert annotators.



Valence in word embedding-based approaches

Example: Jacobs 2019 But Jacobs 2017

'Embedding': Germanet

Labels: satisfaction, relief, joy, happiness, 
contentment, pride, surprise, satisfied, relieved, 
joyful, happy, satisfied, proud, satisfy, relieve, 
rejoice, gladden, delight

Seems objective, because we don't need annotators anymore. 
In a sense: meaning now comes from the language system
Except of course it isn't: seed words, word embedding

When is it appropriate to use a specific embedding?
What are the consequences of using one embedding rather than another?



Valence beyond the word

1 to few sentences - ANET, Bradley and Lang 2007

1 tweet – SemEval task, Rosenthal et al 2017

1 paragraph - Reading Pirandello, Rebora 2020

100 words – Section Sandman, Jacobs and Kinder 2020

180 words – IDEST short story database, Kaakinen et al 2022

→ Requires quite a leap of faith to apply this at book level

Not clear what it would mean to assess valence of a book or a book chapter:
Valence is always seen as an intuitive response, and reading a book takes too long for an intuitive
response.



Word-based valence lexicons/tools for Dutch 

Jacobs: based on 11,000 novel embedding, word freq > 50 (Impact and Fiction)

LiLaH: correction of NRC translation (Ljubešić et al 2020)

LIWC 2007: manual translation of 2007 dictionary (Boot et al 2017)

LIWC 2015: automatic translation of 2015 dictionary (Van Wissen and Boot 2017)

Moors (Moors et al. 2013)

Pattern (De Smedt and Daelemans 2012)



Overlap

Except with Jacobs, overlap between lexicons is small.

plenty of room for the lexicons to disagree, 

even if on the shared words they have similar ratings.



Agreement

At word level, tools broadly agree.

But is this enough if the toools should measure the same concept?



Correlations on book fragments

11,000  novels, random fragment of 500 words, average valence.

LIWC 2007 does best in agreeing with the others.

Result for Moors is strange. 

In all very disappointing. 



LiLaH

LIWC15

Moors

Pattern

Jacobs               LiLaH                    LIWC15                    Moors 

LIWC15             

LIWC07

The same information as scatterplots



Provisional conclusions

There is no single well-defined concept of valence

Definitions vary between perspective of author, world and reader

Various methods of establishing word valence

Most assume that context is irrelevant

No methods allow for ambivalence

Demographic groups differ in their perception of (word) valence

Can valence be validated in texts > few hundred words?

On narrative texts, tools / lexicons (for Dutch) give widely different results

If a concept is theoretically doubtful and hard to measure consistently – what is the use of this concept?
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